






















Summary

I. Project Title

Development of Nuclear Transmutation Technology

II. Objective and Importance of the project

One of the most problematic subject to which nuclear industry is

face nowdays is to find the way to deal with nuclear spent fuel. As

the environmental issues are getting more and more attention, this

problem must be overcome anyhow.

Nuclear spent fuel affect on environment is due to the long-

lived radionuclides. At present, a proposed solution to the disposal

of these radionuclides is to store them in a geological repository.

But the toxicities of the long-lived radionuclides are lasting from

tens of years to a few million years, so it can not be considered as

an ultimate way to deal with those nuclides. Therefore an alternative

solution called "Nuclear Transmutation" has been proposed and the

concept of the transmutation is to convert the long-lived

radionuclides into the stable nuclides by a neutron absorption

reaction so that their toxicity can be no longer harmful.

As our natural resources are limited, nuclear power is,

probably, the only means for us as future power energy resources.
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Therefore, the development of the nuclear transmutation technology is

essential not optional if one care for clean energy.

Most of the development studies on the transmutation reactors

are. still, at conceptual stage. The accelerator driven system we are

trying to develop is in the same category. Following two items on

accelerator driven system have been studied in this year!

• Basic characteristics of subcritical reactor

• Development of computer simulation code for subcritical reactor

III. Scope and Contents of the project

1. Basic characteristics of subcritical reactor

An accelerator driven subcritical reactor is in early

development stage and it has not any explicit research directions. We

have tried to investigate the research trends and some basic features

of subcritical reactor in this year. In order to meet our goals,

following research items were derived and performed;

• Current status of subcritical reactor research

• Design study

• Current status of nuclear data library for transmutation

• Core characteristics of subcritical reactor

• Spallation target research status and target material study

2. Development of Computer Simulation Code

LAHET code developed by LANL has been adopted for an accelerator
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driven subcritical reactor core. However, it has not a fuel depletion

capability. Many kinetics codes have been developed in KAERI. But

all of them were for critical reactors, especially PWR. In order to

set up the computational system for the analysis of the subcritical

reactor, followings were performed in this year;

• Monte Carlo depletion code development

• Kinetics code development for subcritical system

IV. Results of The Study

1. Basic Characteristics Study

1) Current status of subcritical reactor research

Accelerator driven subcritical system research has been boosted

as the environmental aspect of nuclear energy is getting more

attention. In the beginning, the design concept of subcritical

reactor varied from country to country. However, their research

directions have lots of similarities nowdays. Followings are the

design concepts they are sharing together,

Neutronic Design

Fuel Design

Cool ing Design

• Fast neutron system

• Average flux : 5xl015n/cm2-sec

• Molten Salt, Liquid Metal, Solid Metal

• Pyrochemical Process

• No primary cooling pipe (installing H.X in

Vessel)
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Target Design

• Lead, Lead-Bithmuth, Sodium as cooling

materials

• Lead, Lead-Bithmuth as liquid targets

• Tungsten as solid target

2) Design Study

Basic design requirements and the road map for designing a

subcritical reactor were developed throughout the design study. The

basic design requirements were developed based on the design

requirement documents for Korea Standard Nuclear Power Plant and the

final safety analysis report for a commercial PWR plant and FBR.

Because the designing of subcritical reactor is on the conceptual

stage, the design requirements were studied on the general system

basis not on detail component basis.

Designing works of subcritical system were divided into three

different fields based on their technical areas such as nuclear

design, fuel design, cooling design. It was investigated that what

kinds of interface works between fields have to be done and what kinds

of action items are required in what order in order to complete whole

design process. From such a design process study, it was tried to set

up road maps for three different design fields.

3) Current status of nuclear data library for transmutation

Nuclear data for the nuclides used in the commercial nuclear

power plant design are well prepared. However, others are not. The
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reliability of the nuclear data for the nuclides which are important

in transmutation research such as Tc, I, Np, Am, Cm were investigated.

The investigation was performed by comparing three major nuclear data

libraries each other such as ENDF/B-VI, JENDL, JEF. The results

showed that the data have poor reliability and some key nuclear data

like gamma production cross sections are missed.

4) Core characteristics of subcritical reactor

A couple of neutronic parameters were analyzed using the

developed Montecarlo depletion code system although the system has not

been completed yet. A very simple cylindrical model was set up and a

molten chloride fuel was chosen just for the calculation. A molten

chloride is known to have a good solubility for TRU. The

calculational results showed that the selected molten system has a

very hard neutron spectrum whose average is about 0.7MeV. Because of

this spectrum hardening, many kinds of minor actinide become pseudo

fissile elements and it increases the transmutation efficiency. In

addition, the degree of subcriticality was found to have some

proportionality with neutron flux shape.

The dynamic analysis for the subcritical core showed that the

prompt response of the reactor is sensitive to the delayed neutron

fraction variation while long term response is more sensitive to the

precursor concentration changes. Because the reactor response

behavior follows exponential shape, prompt dynamics is more important

in terms of reactor control. As the subcriticality approaches 1.0, it
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takes more time for the reactor to respond to the variation of the

accelerator beam current.

5) Spallation target research status and target material

study

The function of the target is to provide subcritical reactor

with spallation neutrons. Followings are some key design factors to

be considered,

1. High neutron production rate.

2. Low activation by spallation reaction

3. Low heat production

4. Small neutron reaction cross section (absorption, scattering)

5. Low destruction rate of target integrity

It was studied to decide what is the best target material based

on the above design requirements in this year. LAHET code system was

employed to evaluate the performance of each candidate target

material. U, Hg, Ta, W, Pb, Pb-Bi are known to have good properties

for the spallation target. However, U satisfy poorly the requirement

2, 3 mentioned above and Hg has high neutron absorption cross section.

For the high current system, Pb and Pb-Bi were showed to have the best

performance among them.

2. Computer Code Development
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1) Montecarlo Depletion Code, MONDE, Development

LCS (LAHET Code system) does not have any fuel depletion

capability. Mcntecarlo depletion code system, MONDE (Montecarlo

Depletion Code), has been developed by combining LCS with ORIGEN2.

The development has not been completed and the code system has many

things to be improved. Especially, a treatment to reduce the

accumulated error for high burnup calculation and a regionwise burnup

calculation capability are the most demanding works to be done.

2) Kinetics Code Development

One point kinetics equation was derived from neutron transport

equation for a subcritical system. C++ language was adopted to

program the derived point kinetics equation. A couple of benchmark

calculations proved the accuracy of the program. The program was

developed in a way to provide the user with more generality.

V. Future Application

The main objective of the transmutation is to make nuclear

energy more friendly to environment. The fact that most of the

transmutations are occurred throughout fission events makes it

possible to use transmutation reactor as another type of power plant.

In terms of recycling the waste and saving the energy resources, the

accelerator driven system can be a good candidate for future power

plant.
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